
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

2-4 PLAYERS | AGES 12+ | 25 MIN



Background
Sentience is a peculiar anomaly of causality. Trillions of random
events spanning an unfathomable timeline has led to a singular
planet, among a star with 8 planets, among a galaxy with 100 billion
stars, among a universe with 100 billion galaxies, to develop life
complex enough to question the mysteries of their own existence.
The story of our origin surrounds us, but it is up to us to uncover
where we are from, who we are, and where we are going.

Objective
Players attempt to develop star systems teeming with planets,
moons, comets and asteroids that are capable of supporting life
through the attainment of Carbon, Oxygen, and Water. A player
can win by either accumulating enough vital resources, successfully
developing life in multiple systems or intelligence has emerged.

Components

82 Star System Cards

26 Event Cards

4 Development Trees 4 Resource Trackers

4 Reference Guides
1 Instruction 

Manual

12 Wooden 
Sticks
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Setup

To begin to set up the game, take all of the cards and wooden sticks
out of the box. Give each player one of each of the following cards:
resource tracker, reference guide, and development tree.

Next, give each player one of each color wooden stick (green, white,
and blue). Do not place the wooden sticks on your resource tracker,
you have not accumulated any resources yet.

Finally, shuffle the star system cards and event cards together and
deal seven cards face down to each player, then place the deck in
the center of the table.
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Victory Conditions
A player can win the game in three ways described below:

• Develop Intelligence.
• Max out 3 of 3 resources on your resource tracker.
• Develop 3 planetary systems that support Life (prokaryote or

more advanced)

When a victory condition is met, the game ends immediately.

Gameplay Details

Star System Cards

TITLE

REQUIREMENTS/
SUPPORT

GRAPHIC

RESOURCES

Each star system card has a title, a graphic, requirements to play,
other star system cards it can support, and a two resource values at
the top and bottom of the card.
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When you play a star system card, you have the choice to use either
resource on the ends of the card. Orient the card so the resource
you wish to accumulate is at the top of the card on the table. Once
you choose which resource to use on your star system card, you
cannot change the orientation of the card.

Each star system can only contain one star. Stars can support
multiple planets unless their support is restricted, which will be
identified on the card. However most of the other star system cards
(planets through intelligence) only support one star system card.

Event Cards

TITLE

GRAPHIC

EFFECT

REMEDY

Each event card has a title, a graphic, an effect, and sometimes a
remedy to the effect (if it is a negative effect). When playing an
event card after the development phase of your turn, an event’s
effect is immediate, whether continuous or a one-time use.

If a negative event is played on you, it cannot be remedied until the
following round’s event phase.

One negative event and up to two positive events may be played
during the event phase of a round.
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Remedy Events

Event cards that have negative effects can be remedied by star
system cards. When you choose to remedy an event card with a star
system card, choose a resource at either end of the card. You may
remedy an event card during your event phase the round after the
event card was played on you. Remedying an event card costs a
positive event action during your event phase. In other words, if
you choose to remedy a negative event, you will only be able to play
one positive event during the event phase of that round.

Resources

In Aurora there are three resources, carbon, water, and oxygen, that
you can accumulate to earn bonus effects and potentially a victory
condition. You acquire resources when you play star system cards;
the resources are on either end of the cards.

Resource Tracker

The resource tracker is a convenient way to keep track of your
accumulated resources. There are multiple effects available on the
resource tracker if you obtain enough resources.
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You will find a color indicator next to the effect text noting the type
and the amount of resource you must collect to use the effect.
These basic effects come into play as soon as you reach them, and
last as long as you maintain the required level of resources. As you
start to max out your resources, special effects, colored in blue, will
become available. Each special effect may be used once per round
and they do not expire unless your resources are reduced, however
they do cost a positive event action, so you are limited in that
regard.

Development Tree & Reference Guide

The development tree is a useful
diagram to help a player determine
the path they wish to follow while
developing their star system. A
development tree is also provided at
the back of this instruction manual. Star system cards typically can
only support one card, unless noted otherwise on the card (such as
a star).

The reference guide provides a convenient turn sequence to allow
players to keep track of a round’s progress. It includes all 6 steps
that pertain to a round.
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How to Play

Rounds
Aurora is played in rounds, and each round has a six-step process. 
Rounds continue until one player meets a victory condition.

1-Develop Phase
Use the star system cards in your hand to develop star
systems, starting or further developing one star system per
turn.

2-Event Phase
After development has ended, use up to one negative event
and two positive events (or remedy). You may also use special
effects attained from the resource tracker.

3-Tracking phase
After events have been played, adjust your resource tracker.
Effects obtained apply immediately.

4-Pass Phase
After adjusting resource trackers, keep three cards and pass
the rest to the player to your left.

5-Draw Phase
After passing, draw up to six additional cards to a max hand
size of eight.

6-End Phase
A new round begins. Play continues until a victory condition is
met.
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Walkthrough

Starting a round
A round begins with the Develop phase. Each player will
simultaneously develop their star system to the greatest extent
possible. The development tree will help you determine your path
and strategy when you start to develop your star system.

Only one star system can be started or further developed per round.
This means that you may play as many star system cards as you
please, as long as it does not create a new star system. In other
words, you may only play one star per round or further develop one
star system per round, but you are not limited to play cards that the
star supports.

Each star system can only have one star. If you play another star,
you have started a new star system. Stars can usually support
multiple planets (unless restricted, reference support on the star
system card). However, planets through intelligence can only
support one star system card.

After players have developed their star system and are content, the
Event phase begins. Players may play events, starting with the
player with the least developed star systems and ending with the
player with the most developed star systems.

(To determine the extent of development, first count the number of
cards in play. The player with the lowest card count would play an
event first. In the event of a tie, the player with the fewest stars
would play an event first. If still tied, the youngest player plays an
event first.)
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Playing Events and Using effects
During the Event phase a player may play one negative event on any
other player. A player may also play up to wo positive events,
remedy up to two negative events (if the events were played in the
previous round), use up to two special effects, or combination of
these three options. Event effects are immediate.

After all events have been played or remedied and effects have been
used, the Tracking phase begins. Players will update their resource
trackers and may satisfy effect requirements. Effects attained on the
resource tracker apply immediately. Special effects (colored in blue)
may be used during the event phase of a round following the round
they were satisfied.

Ending a round
When all resource trackers have been adjusted, the end of the
round begins, beginning with the Pass phase. During the Pass
phase, each player chooses up to three cards to save in their hand
and then pass the remainder of their cards to the player to their
left. After passing, the Draw phase begins and players may draw up
to six additional cards up to a hand size of eight. If as a result of
passing your hand size is greater than eight cards, discard down to
eight cards. Drawing order is up to your discretion,. You may either
take turns drawing one card at a time, or draw all of your cards at
once and move on to the next player.

Winning the Game
A player can win the game in three ways described below:

• Develop Intelligence.
• Max out 3 of 3 resources on your resource tracker.
• Develop 3 planetary systems that support Life (prokaryote or

more advanced)
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FAQ
Is there a limit to the number of star systems I can begin to
develop? – No, there is no limit to the number of star systems you may
begin to develop, other than only starting to develop one star system
per turn. Each star system requires at least one star, and may only have
one star.

Can I move parts of one star system to another star system? –
No, once a star system card has been added to a star system, it cannot
be moved (using an Extraterrestrial event card can bypass this rule).

Can I change the position of a card after I have played it as
part of a star system? – No, choosing the orientation of the card adds
an element of strategy and planning. You cannot change the orientation
of a star system card after it has been added to a star system.

How do I remedy a negative effect? – You may remedy a negative
effect by discarding star system cards whose resources equal or exceed
the remedy requirement, either from your hand or your star systems.
This occurs during the event phase of the following round the event is
played. Remedying an event costs a positive event action.

Can I play a positive event on another player? - Yes, you may play
a positive event on another player.

I want to use the Extraterrestrial event card, what cards are
available to steal? – Only the most recent addition to any star system
can be stolen, which prevents you from collapsing a star system. In
other words, you cannot steal a star system card that is supporting
another star system card.

How does the Goldilocks resource tracker effect work? – The
Goldilocks Zone bonus effect on the resource tracker is a prospective
effect, so it only applies to Goldilocks Zone event cards played after the
effect is acquired.



What does the term “Planetary system” mean regarding the
victory condition? – A planetary system begins with a planet,
whether a small or large rock planet or a gas planet. A star system can
have multiple planetary systems. For the victory condition, you must
have at least three planetary systems, each developed to the point of at
least prokaryote (eukaryote qualifies as well).

Are Stars the only type of star system cards that can support
multiple cards? – Yes. Some stars can only support one or two
planets, while others can support any number of planets, but only
specific types of planets. Planets, Moons, Asteroids, Comets and beyond
can only support one star system card.

I want to use the Black Hole event card, who may I play it on? –
You may play the Black Hole event card on any player who has at least
two star systems, regardless if a star in those star systems has any
further development. When a star system is removed as a result of
Black Hole, the affected player must adjust their resource tracker to
reflect the lost cards.

I’ve nearly maxed out all of my resources and have acquired a
few special effects. How many times can I use them? – You will
notice that some special effects can be acquired by reaching the
required amount of resources for more than one resource. Although
you are limited to only two positive actions during the event phase per
round, if you have acquired a special effect via both carbon and oxygen,
you may use the effect twice.

Two players have met a victory condition at the same time,
who wins? – If this occurs, first compare their resource trackers. The
player with the most resources wins the game. If still tied, the player
with the most star systems wins the game. If still tied, the player with
the most cards in play wins the game.
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